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REF: # 11357 ALICANTE

INFO

PRICE: 500.000 €

PROPERTY TYPE: Villa 

CITY: Alicante 

BEDROOMS: 4 

Bathrooms: 2

Build ( m2 ): 193

Plot ( m2 ): - 

Terrace ( m2 ): - 

Year: -

Floor: -

Old price -

DESCRIPTION

NEW BUILT CHALETS IN VISTAHERMOSA (ALICANTE) Chalets with 4 
and 5 bedrooms, located in the privileged residential area of 
??Vistahermosa Norte. Avant-garde architecture integrated into its 
environment: So that you can enjoy your new home even before entering 
it, the residential offers a differentiating and modern architecture signed 
by Ramón Esteve Estudio. The team of professionals that make up this 
office of architects proposes in your urbanization a set of refined and 
straight lines with spacious, comfortable interiors and with great 
prominence of natural light. Personalization options: allows you to 
configure different aspects of the distribution, finishes and options of your 
home. Adapt your new home to your tastes and preferences and create 
the environment you have always wanted. Your villa near the center and 
the sea: In the surroundings of the residential you can find all kinds of 
services; schools, health centers, hospitals, sports centers, 
supermarkets, etc. The residential is located just 10 minutes from the 
center of Alicante and perfectly connected also by urban bus line 10 and 
with direct access to Avda. De Denia, the main artery that connects both 
with the center of Alicante and with the area of Beaches such as La 
Albufereta or La Playa de San Juan. TRANSPORT Trolley car Lines 1 
and 3 (Costa Blanca and Carrabiners Station) Buses Lines 10, 11, 23 



and 23M ENERGETIC CERTIFIED



"OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR GUARANTEE"

VIEWS

Panoramic views

GARDEN AND 
TERRACES

Private garden

ENERGETIC CERTIFIED


